Course Menu Becomes Hidden

Faculty may notice that a Blackboard course’s main menu sometimes collapses on the left-side of the screen, giving priority to the course material displayed to the right. This is a feature of Blackboard’s responsive web design that occurs when the browser window is **1024 pixels wide or lesser**.

**To Stop Course Menu Collapse When Viewing Course on a PC:**

Try the following actions when you have opened your web browser:

- In the browser, click the maximize icon to display pages at full screen width.
- When the browser is open, adjust its **zoom magnification** by pushing the CTRL and – keys on the keyboard at the same time. This adjusts the scale of content displayed on the page. Improvement should be seen at 90% zoom magnification.

**To Show a Hidden Course Menu**

When viewing the course, click on the gray tab on the left-margin of the page.

**To Hide a Course Menu**

When viewing the course, click on the gray tab to the right of the menu.